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Abstract: Agent-Based Cloud computing is emerging as a paradigm in many domains, including service discovery, service composition and service negotiation, etc. It achieves autonomous resource allocation and resource management by delegating requests to agents. Agents utilized the obsolete acquaintance network and Service Capability Tables (SCTs) to record and schedule agents for service discovery. These approaches are unable to perform global search under the intermittent and volatile cloud computing environment. In this paper, we propose a robust service discovery approach with local and global service discovery capabilities. We validate the proposed approach in different granularity of agent network scale. Experimental results demonstrate that our approach outperforms the SCTs based approaches in the aspect of data availability consistently.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A cloud is distributed technology platform that leverage sophisticated technology innovations to provide highly scalable and resilient environments, which can be remotely utilized by organizations in a multitude of powerful ways [1]. It is a large pool of easily usable and accessible virtualized resources (such as hardware, development platforms, and/or services). These resources can be dynamically reconfigured to adjust to a variable load, allowing for an optimum resource utilization. This pool of resources is typically exploited by a pay-per-use model, in which guarantees are offered by the Infrastructure Provider by means of customized Service-Level Agreement (SLAs) [2]. Cloud computing has developed rapidly because of its flexibility to manage resource without any client side hassle. Clients can easily add or remove capacity to form a desirable system for their own specific usage, because of the resource pooling and resource sharing technology adopted by cloud providers.

An agent is a computational entity that acts on behalf of another entity (or entities) to perform a task or achieve a given goal [3]. Multi-Agent system represents a computing paradigm based on multiple interacting agents that are capable to intelligent behavior [4]. Agent-based cloud computing [5] is a multi-agent based paradigm introduced to manage the cloud resource autonomously. Agent-based cloud computing is concerned with the design and development of software agents for bolstering cloud service discovery, service negotiation, and service composition [6]. Based on the works of [7], we illustrate the architecture of agent-based cloud computing system in Fig. (1).

In the architecture, different agents are proposed to represent different roles. The system consists of four kinds of agents: Resource Agents (RAs), Service Provider Agents (SPAs), Broker Agents (BAs) and Consumer Agents (CAs).

RAs play the role of managing and controlling access to web services. RAs receive requests from SPAs or other RAs, and carry out these requests by accessing their associated web services. Finally, RAs transmit the result back to the requester.

SPAs control and organize RAs. The detailed function can be divided into three categories: (1) accepts request from BAs, and fulfill them by releasing the request to RAs or sub-contract it to other SPAs. (2) communicates with RAs and manage the available resources. (3) contacts with BAs proactively to advertise the available resources.

BAs are responsible for composing and providing a single virtualized service to cloud consumer agents. BAs first receive consumer requirements from CAs, and then they contact a few SPAs and makes contracts with them. When SPAs are done, BAs will return the results of available resources to CAs. BAs act as an intermediate between SPAs and CAs.

CAs accept consumer requirements from cloud consumers and translate them through service ontology. Then map the translated requirements to corresponding BAs. After the BAs return the requested results, CAs will calculate a most efficient plan and send it back to the cloud consumers.

The above-mentioned agents use Service Capability Tables (SCTs) to perform service discovery. SCTs are a variation of acquaintance network [8] while differs in adding the status of cloud agents into records. The original acquaintance network only stores the service capabilities of agents in the system. Literally, SCTs store the service capability of each agent and constantly update the status of the service. The
records in SCTs employ the idea of acquaintance network to store a list of acquainted agents and their service capabilities. Fig. (2) is an example of the acquaintance network. Each CA maintains one SCT that records a set of BAs. Each BA maintains two SCTs that record information about SPAs and other BAs.

Fig. (2). Demonstration of acquaintance network.

Each SPA maintains two SCTs that record information about RAs and other SPAs. Each RA maintains one SCT about their siblings under the same jurisdiction of the SPA.

From the definition of SCTs and acquaintance network, we discovered there are several drawbacks:

1). The limited entries in SCTs make it difficult for a thorough search in the whole cloud computing network topology. It will increase a great deal of overheads by increasing the entries in SCT, because the time complexity for locating corresponding entry by going through each entry one by one is $O(n)$.

2). The SCTs are unable to handle the joining and disconnection of agents. Because cloud services can be intermittent and dynamic, adopting the acquaintance network to handle service discovery will make newly joined agents without any acquaintance. Then the newly joined agents will be left alone indefinitely. Because of the intermittent and dynamic cloud computing environment, a common scenario is that some agents happened to be the entries of other agents simultaneously in the system, which is very likely to happen because of cloud computing. As a result this agent will not be able to perform effective search since there is not enough entries in the SCTs.

3). The message exchanged by agents to notify the service status can cause flood in the network. As mentioned above, SCT contains a column of service status which is constantly updated. There will be a flood in the network if some services frequently update status.

To address the above-mentioned problems, we proposed a novel service discovery approach. Experiment result show that our approach has better performance than the original SCTs based approach in the aspect of data availability in the agent-based computing environment.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 depicts the related works in this domain. Section 3 describes the architecture of our approach. Section 4 introduces the routing protocol for service discovery of our approach. The experimental results are in Section 5 and the discussion is given. Finally, we give our conclusion and outlines future work in Section 6.

2. RELATED WORKS

Existing research efforts in the service discovery can be divided into two categories: centralized and decentralized.

The difference between centralized and decentralized service discovery is the existence of a central node for ser-
ice registering and discovering. Universal Description, Discovery and Integration (UDDI) [9], the most popular service discovery protocol in the last decades, is developed by IBM according to the centralized pattern. In this model, service discovery is executed by a client/server node. UDDI relies on a central server to store all the service information, service providers register their services on the central server using a unicast message. A client can retrieve service description by contacting the central server and use the service description to establish contact with the service provider. Scalability and efficiency will be the bottleneck of the single central server in the entire UDDI like centralized service discovery pattern. In the cloud computing environment with massive data and services, the scalability would be a tough problem central server. As in big data environment, massive amount of services emerge every day. It requires for an unimaginable speed of server expansion if we still use centralized service discovery approach. Then the distributed UDDI registries have been proposed to neutralize this problem. In [10], a distributed central server approach is employed to achieve scalable service discovery for mobile Ad hoc network (MANET). In [11], P. Castro et al. proposed a schema to connect pervasive computing device in local network using central node. In [12], M. Denny et al. introduced the Mobiscope which is a service discovery protocol for mobile devices.

The decentralized service discovery protocols emerged around the millennium appear to be better solutions since clients and service providers tend to discovery each other directly [10, 11]. By taking the central server out of the system the bottleneck disappeared. The Universal Plug and Play (UpnP) framework [12] is developed by Microsoft and UpnP is one of the earliest decentralized service discovery protocol putting into business use. Using the Simple Service Discovery Protocol (SSDP), clients and service providers can discovery each other directly. Service providers in UpnP send advertisement in the form of multicast ssdp:alive messages. Clients within the advertising range will be aware of the service provider and can contact service provider directly if needed. Clients can also send ssdp:discover messages to discover potential service providers nearby. UpnP can only be applied in small scale network such as home network and LAN, because the multicast messages can cause flood without configured in limited range.

Chord [13] is a structured peer-to-peer network protocol, which has been used to facilitate decentralized web service discovery. In [14], Q. He et al. proposed a Chord4S - a modified service discovery protocol based on Chord. Chord4S distributes the descriptions of functionally equivalent services to improve data availability. In order to improve routing efficiency, Chord4S modified the routing protocol to be sequential for locating multiple functionally equivalent services. In [15] Li, Yin, et al. proposed the PSWD, a distributed web service discovery protocol based on a modified version of Chord algorithm called XChord. In the original design of Chord, it does not support querying resource by XML, but
author extended Chord with XML to form XChord, which is completely capable of express service requests with XML and query service description using XML.

In [16], M. Parhi et al. proposed a framework for service description and discovery using ontology based on multi-agent cloud environment. Because of the non-standardized specification terminology used by different cloud providers, the traditional search engines such as Google, bing, etc are not able to perform the service discovery in an effective manner. Adopting the framework proposed by M. Parhi, service description is standardized and service discovery is more accurate and efficient.

In [17], Y.-S. Chang et al. proposed a layered framework for service discovery on cloud environment integrated with intelligent agent. In [18], T. Uchibayashi discovered a multi-agent framework for IaaS service discovery.

In the multi-agent cloud computing environment, decentralized service discovery approaches are not appropriate. With unstructured network topology design, it will cause information flood and scalability problem. And with structured network topology like the above-mentioned Chord, the web service will have to be relocated because of the adoption of hash function in these protocols. It is similar to the work presented in [19], [but our work focused on applying the distributed centralized service discovery approach onto multi-agent cloud environment. The proposed approach supports global search with a better performance, as detailed in Section 3, 4, and 5].

3. NETWORK DESIGN OF DISCOVERY ARCHITECTURE

In this section, we will introduce the basic design of our approach and its advantage over the SCTs.

In the physical network of cloud computing, every agent is interconnected like a giant web. Fig. (3) illustrates the design of our approach in a network topology view. In our approach, an index is an agent acts as a central control center for the agents under its jurisdiction. The indexes are deployed under the rules that: At least one index is reachable in a fixed number of hops \( n \) (\( n \) depends on the agent density). Indexes are elected in an impartial way in order not to affect the load balance of the original physical network. The election procedure for indexes will be detailed in the next section. Indexes contain the description of web services provided by the agents under its jurisdiction and the latest service status. Other agents that are not indexed will not be responsible for storing the service descriptions. On top of the physical network, the indexes form an overlay network. Overlay network is essential for the purpose of global searching.

An agent can simply send a service lookup request to the according index when it tends to discover a service. The index will look up locally stored information to check if there is a matching service for the required one. The matching service’s status should be available. If it exists in its cache, index will forward the detailed information of agent which provides service back to the agent requesting the service. If not, index will perform a global searching and send the service request to the index which most likely stores the request-service. (Detailed service discovery techniques will be discussed in the next section). Destination index to forward the service request is based on the profiling exchanged between indexes (the profiling procedure will be discussed in the next section). The index profiling provides a brief introduction of the services it provides and the capacity it may host.

Improvements of our approach over SCT as follows:

1. We propose an overlay network above the physical network in order to perform global searching.
2. We adopt indexes in our approach to be able to handle intermittent and volatile network environment like cloud computing environment.
3. Our approach generates minimize traffic during the service publication; service discovery process because of each index handles its own jurisdiction.

4. SERVICE DISCOVERY PROTOCOL

In this section, we mainly discuss the service discovery protocol we designed for the approach. It consists of two parts: Local Service Discovery and Global Service Discovery.

4.1. Local Service Discovery

As mentioned in previous sections, indexes have three functionalities: (1) Storing the service description and updating the service status of available service within the index’s own jurisdiction. (2) Responding to service queries according to the stored cache. (3) Periodically broadcasting messages to the jurisdiction for presenting its existence.

An index stores service advertisements broadcasted by agents which provide certain kind of service to the index over \( n \) hops (\( n \) is the cover range of this specific index). The cache information stored in index is managed using Least Recently Used (LRU) algorithm, which replaces the least recently used item with the newest item. In this way, index can ensure the hit rate judging from Pareto principle (also known as the 80–20 rule, states that, for many events, roughly 80% of the effects come from 20% of the causes). Agents providing services will set their broadcasting time gap according to: (1) the number of agents under the same jurisdiction, by analyzing the advisement received from index or the local routing table to find out the number of nearby agents. (2) the load on the network, which can be detected from the acknowledges received from a few last sent messages. Using the two techniques above-mentioned we ensure that our approach maintains relatively low number of messages exchanged in the service discovery process.

Upon receiving the service query from an agent under its jurisdiction, the index will check locally stored information to identify whether the requested service exists in its jurisdiction. If the index finds a match or several matches, it will run a selection algorithm to decide which match to send based on the following principles: (1) Choose best match according to the similarity between requested service description and matched service using service ontology analysis. (2) Choose the most available service by going through matched service’s status. If there are not any matches in the
local jurisdiction, the index will perform a global searching for the requested service which will be discussed in the next section.

### 4.1.1. Index Broadcasting and Electing Procedures

As mentioned above, indexes are responsible for being recognized by agents which provide services and request services within their own jurisdiction. To this end, index must broadcast their existence through \( n \) hops. However, broadcasting may cause flood in the network. In order to control the number of messages in broadcasting, we adopt following techniques: \( t \) messages are broadcasted to the neighbors of the initial index only. Then out of the nodes received the broadcast message, it selects the minimum number of nodes that can reach all the nodes in their direct connected neighbors while these zones do not intersect. Then the selected nodes will forward the received messages to its neighbors, and this procedure will repeat several times. After \( n \) hops, the local index will be recognized by all the agents in their own jurisdiction.

With the intention of not interfering the original layout of agents, we propose an election procedure. This procedure is fair for all agents and can keep the physical network stable with unnoticeable message exchanging overhead. In order to achieve less duplication, existing indexes are also required to perform the election procedure when receiving an election request. An agent can belong to more than one index, because of the instability nature of cloud computing environment. As noted above, indexes send out presence advertisements in a time interval of \( x \). Thus, when an agent does not receive any index presence advertisements in the time interval of \( a \times x \) (\( a \) is the network load parameter depending on the current network condition), the agent begins to initiate an election process for finding an index.

By starting the election process, an agent broadcasts the election initiating message over \( n \) hops. Other agents within the \( n \) hops range receiving the election initiating message can either accept or refuse to be elected as an index. Judging from its own capability and availability, an agent can make a decision about whether being an index or not. If the agent decides it can take the responsibility by acting as an index, it will send back an acceptance message to the election initiator with the detailed information about its capability to store cached service information, the availability of free resources and the network environment around it (the message failure rate sent into the local network, the indexes covering it, the available resource directly connect to it for instance). When the initiator receives enough acceptance messages in the time interval of \( 2x \), which is the time that one message can travel back and forth for \( n \) hops. The initiator elects the most suitable candidate to be its index by evaluating the detailed information attached to the acceptance message. The initiator values the resource around the candidate, i.e., the candidate has the most neighbors and the least number of indexes it belongs to, and distance between the candidate and the initiator as two of the most important attributes. If the agent refuses to be elected as an index, it simply sends back a refuse message. The refuse messages will be discarded upon the initiator receiving them. The above mentioned election procedures ensures the election can be done efficiently with the best physical attributes indexes elected and the best distribution rate of indexes. Because one of the main factors decides which agent becomes the index is “least number of indexes it belongs to”.

In the case of two or more agents start electing procedure at the same time, the agent with the smallest hexadecimal MAC address continues the election process while other agents awaits until the first agent finishes electing process. The above mentioned election process keeps running to adjust the network load balance from time to time. And this process ensures the intermittent network environment acts efficiently.

### 4.2. Global Service Discovery

The last sub section discusses the service discovery strategy within the jurisdiction. However, agents need to discover the appropriate service in the whole cloud environment. We can achieve this feature by designing a global service discovery strategy. As we mentioned above, global service discovery requires the cooperating of indexes which may store the required service. Aiming to locate the corresponding index to forward the query, we introduce the index profile that provides a brief summarization of the index resources.

#### 4.2.1. Index Profile

We use Quotient Filter [20], a kind of approximate membership query (AMQ), to summarize the WSDL based service description of an index. An AMQ is a space-efficient probabilistic data structure used to test whether an element is a member of a set. In other words, AMQ is a dictionary that trades off space for false positive rate on membership queries. Quotient filter is efficient in describing indexes because it does not store the whole lot of resources. It can make the large unsorted file to map each service description record into a table by adopting the hash function. The basic idea of quotient filter is to make the already stored p-bit fingerprints, which is the hash value of service description stored in index into \( q \) most significant bits (the quotient) and \( r \) least significant bits (the remainder) by employing quotienting [21].

![Example of quotient filter](image)

**Fig. (4).** Example of quotient filter.

Fig. (4) illustrates an example of quotient filter. In the figure, we can see that a quotient filter is a compact hash table. The hash table has \( 2^d \) slots. The fingerprint \( f_k \) is the hash value of key \( k \). We assume the quotient of \( f_k \) is \( f_q \) and the remainder be \( f_r \). The quotient filter will try to store the
remainder $\hat{r}_q$ in the slot of $\hat{r}_p$, which is called canonical slot. The quotient filter adopts linear probing as the solution of collision (if the quotients of two stored fingerprints are equal). Linear probing means if there is a collision and the canonical slot is taken then the latecomer remainders will be stored to the right of the canonical slot.

Also, we have to introduce two definitions in the quotient filter:

1. A run is all of the remainders with the same quotient stored contiguously.
2. A cluster is a maximal sequence of occupied slots whose first element is the only element of the cluster stored in its canonical slot. Thus, a cluster may contain one or more runs.

The additional bits in each slot have the following meaning:

1. $is_{\text{occupied}}$ indicates whether this slot is the canonical slot for the value stored or not.
2. $is_{\text{continuation}}$ indicates that the remainder of this slot is part of the run not.
3. $is_{\text{shifted}}$ indicates whether the remainder is in the canonical slot or not. Table 1 illustrates the explanation of different bits combination.

We can identify if a quotient filter contains a certain key $l$ by following procedures:

1. Get the fingerprint $\hat{r}_p$ by hashing $l$. And get the quotient $\hat{r}_q$ and the remainder $\hat{r}_p$ by running the quotient function.
2. If the slot $\hat{r}_q$’s three bits combination is 000 then we can determine the filter does not contain key $l$.
3. If the slot $\hat{r}_q$ is not empty, which means the canonical slot is taken. We must locate the quotient’s run in order to find which slot $l$ is stored. We start scanning the left of $\hat{r}_q$ to locate the start of cluster, in order to locate the start of quotient’s run.
4. The scan stops when $is_{\text{shifted}}$ is false, which indicates the start of the cluster. Then we start scanning right to skip $j$ ($j$ is the total number of $is_{\text{shifted}}$ recorded when proceed (3)) runs, we compare the $\hat{r}_p$ with the records stored in the quotient’s run.
5. If matches the records, the key $l$ is in the quotient filter. Otherwise the key $l$ does not exist in the quotient filter.

When two different elements map to same fingerprint we call it a false positive. The load factor of a normal hash function $\alpha = n/p$, where $n$ is number of elements and $p$ is the number of slots. The probability of a false positive is approximately $1 - e^{-2\alpha i}$

### Table 1. Explanation of the bits combination.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$is_{\text{occupied}}$</th>
<th>$is_{\text{continuation}}$</th>
<th>$is_{\text{shifted}}$</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Empty Slot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>This slot is the start of a run which has been shifted from its canonical slot.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Not used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>This slot is the continuation of a run that has been shifted from its canonical slot.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>This slot is the start of a run that is in its canonical slot.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>This slot is holding start of a run that has been shifted from its canonical slot. Also the run for which this is the canonical slot exists but is shifted right.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Not used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>This slot is holding continuation of a run that has been shifted from its canonical slot. Also the run for which this is the canonical slot exists but is shifted right.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2.2. Service Discovery Scheme Between Indexes

A recent elected index initiates broadcasting to $n$ hops while none of the indexes has been aware of. Other indexes received the message will send back profiles, which are the content of quotient filter and host service capacity. Otherwise, if an index is aware of one or more indexes from the previous electing process or from the previous knowledge when it is not an index yet, the index will send a profile request to all the known index neighbors. The index neighbors send back the profile lists requested. In one way or another, the index will create a list of index profiles when it enters the network. Later on, each index broadcasts its list of profiles to $2 \times n$ hops, which is two times the range of its jurisdiction. In this way, indexes are able to discover each other in a relatively exchanging message saving pattern.

Every agent has at least one index according to our approach’s design. Fig. (5) illustrates the discovery procedure.
(a) Results of the network consisting 500 agents

(b) Results of the network consisting 750 agents

(c) Results of the network consisting 1000 agents
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(d) Results of the network consisting 1250 agents

(e) Results of the network consisting 1500 agents

(f) Comparison between different sets of data

Fig. (6). Experiment results.
When an agent A searches for a specific service, the discovery procedure starts as follows:

1. It sends a query message to a local index B.
2. Upon receiving the query message, B starts to look into its own cache to whether the requested service is within the jurisdiction.
3. If the service is found, B sends back the detailed service information along with the service provider’s information to A. If the requested service does not exist in the local jurisdiction, B looks up its stored list of profiles. By using the quotient list query B locates all the indexes, which are most likely to have the requested service.
4. Then B forwards the query to these indexes.
5. Finally, requested indexes send back a match message to B.
6. B sends a match message back to A if there exists any requested service or a no match message if the requested service does not exist neither in local jurisdiction nor other indexes. At this point, the query process is completed.

5. EXPERIMENTS

To evaluate the performance of our approach, a SCT simulation is implemented to act as a control group. Data availability is evaluated specifically because they are quite important in service discovery operations. We use OM-NeT++ as a platform to execute the following experiments. The simulation is performed in the network scale of 500, 750, 1000, 1250 and 1500 agents in order to evaluate our approach’s performance under different network scales. The network topology in this experiment is similar to the shown in Fig. (3).

In intermittent network environments, our approach has better data availability judging from the designing aspect. To simulate the intermittent network environments, we choose a portion of agents to disconnect from the network randomly, increasing from five percent to fifty percent of the total portion of agents with the pace of five percent. Then the remaining agents send out service queries randomly. The number of request queries is randomly selected from the interval [1, 5]. We record the number of failed service queries to measure the data availability under intermittent network environments. We conducted the experiments under the assumption of the ratio of (consumer agents) : (broker agent) : (service provider agent) : (resource agent) is fixed to 1:1:1:1.

From Fig. (6), we can see that our approach has better data availability because the curve of our approach stays below the SCT curve the entire time. We observe that the failure rate of service queries is higher than the portion of failed agents. This phenomenon indicates that there is other reason except for failed agents causing query failure. The reason is that with some outdated service description in index there is a small chance it will cause query failure. To sum up, our approach has a better performance than SCT in the aspect of data availability.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Service discovery not only remains as a critical component in service oriented architecture, but also plays an important role in the cloud computing environment. This paper introduces a novel service discovery approach, which can be applied to agent-based cloud computing environment. We used the method of centralized service discovery based on service indexes after evaluating the merits and faults of it. In order to implement the features that cannot be realized in the original design of SCT and improve the data availability in the service discovery, we designed a virtual network on top of the physical network consisting of indexes. By adopting the central indexes within a small scale of jurisdiction, our approach is able to perform global service discovery with a relatively low overhead. According to experiment results, our approach improves the data availability.

In the future, we plan to build a structured network topology on the virtual network in order to achieve global service query with higher efficiency.
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